Describe your idea with one concise sentence.
My idea is #LIGHTHOUSE
#LIGHTHOUSE is a women friendly center from where women and girls will be

provided sexual and reproductive health services especially in remote river island
villages of Bangladesh where the social stigma reigns and women health issues

get neglected.
Draw and describe the ideal user
Title: THE USER

Name: Poribibi, Ayna
Age: 30,13
Profession: homemaker, student
Any Other Key characteristics: She is a
Mother of three children.
Concisely describe what is happening

Ayna is very scared and shy. Her body is
going through many changes. In addition,
sometimes she is feeling sick as well.
Poribibi is a homemaker. She is the mother
of Ayna and her little brother and sister.
Poribibi has to maintain her whole family
with little help of Ayna. Poribibi is sad,
because she knows about Aynas troubles.

Title: THE THOUSAND YEARS STIGMA

Title: BREAKING THE ICE

Poribibi is also shy as her daughter to discuss
the problem with others. Moreover, she has
sexual health problems for years she did not
tell anybody. Poribibi is feeling helpless
because her daughter will suffer the same way
she did.

Ayna heard about #LIGHTHOUSE in her
school. She is telling her mother and Poribibi
agrees and taking her there.

Title: VISITING LIGHTHOUSE

When they arrive there, there find a local nurse
they know. Nurse is saying that the doctor will
come the day after tomorrow.

Title: OVER PHONE TREATMENT

For emergency nurse is calling the doctor over
phone and taking primary prescription.

Title: PRIMARY AID

Title: TAKING DOCTOR'S SERIAL

Nurse is giving them some primary treatment
and medicines as the doctor prescribe over
phone. The nurse also showing various charts,
pictures and telling them how to take care of
their reproductive parts and importance of
sanitation.

Poribibi is writing her name in the serial book
for the doctor’s appointment in the day after
tomorrow.

Title: COMFORTABLY SHARING ROOM

Two days later, doctor comes. Ayna along with
her mother is talking to the doctor in the
#blackcurtain room. They are not exposed to the
unknown male doctor so that we are not that
shy and replying all the questions frankly he is
asking from the other side.

Title: HAPPY THEM

Within a week, mother and daughter both
started to have positive results about their
problems.

